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What’s the difference between active and passive voice?

1-Active voice

▪ Active voice means that a sentence has a subject that acts upon its verb.

▪ When the subject of a sentence performs the verb’s action, we say that the sentence is 

in the active voice. 

▪ Sentences in the active voice have a strong, direct, and clear tone.

Examples

-Monkeys adore bananas.

-The cashier counted the money.

-The dog chased the squirrel.

2-Passive voice

➢ Passive voice means that a subject is a recipient of a verb’s action.
➢ A sentence is in the passive voice, on the other hand, when the 

subject is acted on by the verb. 

➢ The passive voice is always constructed with a conjugated form of to 

be plus the verb’s past participle. 

➢ That sounds much more complicated than it is passive voice is quite 

easy to detect. 

Examples

-Bananas are adored by monkeys.

-The money was counted by the cashier.

-The squirrel was chased by the dog.



When to Use Passive Voice

There are specific rules for when using the passive voice is better or more appropriate 

than using active voice.

•When we don't know who is responsible for the action

Examples:

-My pet dog has been stolen. (Someone has stolen the dog; we don't know who it is.)

-My essay has been corrected. (You gave your essay to the correction service, and 

one of the teachers corrected it.)

•When it's not important who did the action, or we don't want people to know who did it

•Examples:

-My car was fixed on Monday. (What is important is that the car was fixed; we don't 

really care who fixed it.)

-Mistakes were made. (We don't want to specifically mention who made the mistakes.)



•When the reader or listener knows who did the action

Example:

-Kenneth has been asked to submit the grammar assignment again. (It's 

obvious from the context that it's the English teacher who has asked Kenneth 

to submit the assignment again.)

•When people in general are responsible for the action

Example:

-The worksheet can be freely downloaded from the website. (Anybody can 

download a free worksheet, so the passive voice is used.)

•When we report crimes or write in scientific contexts

•Examples:

-The burglars were arrested as soon as they left the building.

-The animals were kept in a zoo for two years as part of an experiment.





How to Convert Active Voice into Passive Voice













Direct Speech

➢ Direct speech repeats, or quotes, the exact words spoken. When we use 

direct speech in writing, we place the words spoken between quotation 

marks (" ") and there is no change in these words. 

➢ We may be reporting something that's being said NOW (for example a 

telephone conversation) or telling someone later about a previous 

conversation.

Indirect speech

▪ Reported or indirect speech is usually used to talk about the past, so we 

normally change the tense of the words spoken. 

▪ We use reporting verbs like 'say', 'tell', 'ask', and we may use the word 'that' to 

introduce the reported words. Inverted commas are not used.





























1 . Direct She says, “I am ill.”

Indirect She says that she is ill.

2. Direct I will study”, Mary said.

Indirect I will study”, said Mary.

3. Direct She said; “The exam is difficult.

Indirect She said the test was difficult.

4. Direct I bought a car.

Indirect He said he bought a car.

5. Direct My parents are very well.

Indirect Alex said that his parents were very well.

Examples

6. Direct Please don’t be late.

Indirect He asked their not to be late.

7. Direct I’m living in Texas now.

Indirect Her father said that he was living in London now.

8. Direct I am living in Paris.

Indirect He said that he was living in Paris.

9. Direct My mother isn’t very well.

Indirect She said that her mother wasn’t very well.

10, Direct I need help with my work.
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